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Professional Perimeter Security Solutions
The ongoing threats to global Home Land Security raise the market demand for high-end
security solutions. To effectively protect high-risk and critical installations, today's perimeter
intrusion detection systems must provide supreme protection in harsh conditions with
minimum false alarms and maximum deployment options.

D-Fence is a leading global manufacturer and installer of comprehensive perimeter security
solutions. Through high innovation and cutting edge technology, D-fence's perimeter security
solutions meet the market's growing demand for reliable, state-of-the-art security systems,
designed to protect and deter intrusions in sensitive commercial, government, and private
installations.

Applications include:

 Airports, seaports & marinas
 Prison facilities
 Industrial plants & utilities
 Government Buildings & other high-profile installations
 Military installations
 Commercial/ civilian properties
 Borders & national symbolic landmarks
 Critical infrastructure installations
 Energy – Gas, Oil, Electricity & Nuclear plants
 Petrochemical & Chemical industry
 Communication & Broadcasting networks
 Mass transportation facilities

Our Capabilities

Over a period of 19 years and hundreds of system installations, D-fence has earned its
reputation as a trusted partner, with a vast global network of distributors and representatives
all over the world.

Designed with today's sensitive security challenges in mind, the company's systems
successfully prevail in severe weather conditions with practically no environmental
limitations. This quality of robustness which combines minimum product maintenance with
high integration capabilities enables affordable system upgrades, providing an overall cost-
effective solution with a long life expectancy.

D-fence additionally offers intrusion detection systems with flexible design options, with an
emphasis on unobtrusive, innocent looking electronic fences that blend in their natural
environment.
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Our Solutions

With a commitment to quality in mind, D-fence constantly invests in the design and
development of new technologies and solutions like electronic fence systems, perimeter
security products and communication equipment that work to protect people, properties and
assets.

D-Corative Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
A decorative, cost-effective, smart electronic fence, that easily integrates with any existing
security metal fence, via specialized sensor posts. Based on advanced sensor technology,
the system provides high-performance and robust intrusion protection, while blending in a
natural greenery background.
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D-Taut Wire Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
The taut wire system is D-Fence's highest security solution for protecting sites against
intruders. The system provides both a physical barrier against intruders, and a sophisticated
electronic remote control system indicating the precise location of any intrusion attempt.
Specially designed rugged sensors and unique digital post processing units, insure constant
sensitivity that can withstand all environmental conditions with virtually zero false alarms.

Electronic Field Fence Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
NEW! - SIMPLE AND ADVANCED PERIMETER PROTECTION - A PRODUCT OF THE
GREEN SECURITY REVOLUTION FAMILY
The Electronic Field Fence PIDS is D-Fence's newest development in Perimeter Security.
Based on the well know and cost-effective Field type fences, they system is very easy and
fast to deploy and install in any height needed, without the need for special skills or tools,
and it can be installed into existing fences or walls (Retrofit) or as a Stand-Alone system in
places where there is no fence
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D-Pressure Strip Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
D-Fence's Wall protection system with a built-in Strain Guage system is used to deter
intruders attempting to climb concrete or wood walls or any type of fence (metalic, wood,
plastic, etc). In case of an alarm D-Fence's main computerised control center is notified.

D-Ground Perimeter Intrusion Detection System
The D-Ground Security System provides a comprehensive solution for access-route
protection. It operates with seismic sensors which recognize threats whenever fluctuations
are sensed in their vicinity. The system indentifies the intruder's movements as soon as he
enters the access route, road or path, and provides an early warning before the intrusion
actually occurs. The D-Ground is installed below ground, cannot be detected nor sabotaged
and does not change the area's appearance. The system's self learning algorithm has an
extremely high recognition level of diverse threats, with minimum false alarms.
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D-Bolt Security System
New, Patented
The D-Bolt Electronic Bolt System is a new and innovative security system to protect
expensive and/or sensitive equipment against theft. D-Fence's Strain Gauge Sensors are
embedded into bolts and screws of different calibers and then connected to an electronic box
containing a PC Board card connected to a Wireless transmitter, a GPRS transmitter, an
SMS system or a GSM system and to contacts. Any attempt to open or loosen the bolt/screw
generates a warning and sends its location.

DF-2100 Electronic Razor Wire Concertina
A razor wire concertina combined with electronic intrusion detection – Provides both a
physical barrier that's very hard to penetrate with pinpoint location of an intrusion attempt that
activates an alarm in the control center showing the exact point where the attempt happened.
This gives the security forces time to react and reach the place very quickly.
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D-Glass:
The D-Glass is a new and innovative security system that allows to integrate intrusion
detection to glass fences and walls. By harnessing the glass panels with D-Fence's Strain
Gauge Sensor to the sensor post, or by integrating the sensors to the top of the glass
fence/wall, the fence is turned into an intelligent, electronic Perimeter Intrusion Detection
System.

STRAIN GAUGE
SENSOR

D-GLASS on top of Glass
Fence
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Electronic Welded Mesh Perimeter Security System
New, Patented
D-Fence's Strain Gauge Sensor interfaces with any welded mesh fence and turns it into an
indicative fence. The sensor is connected between the mesh panels in a modular and easy
to install way, and if today's most indicative systems are installed as an additional element to
the fence, like a vibration system, D-Fence's system is an integral part that holds the fence
panels.

D-Fender Advanced Vibration Fence Sensor:
D-Fender uses a popular technology for protecting high-risk sites based on inertial / vibration
sensing technology. D-Fence's D-Fender is most reliable and advanced vibration sensor. It's
unique technology provide superior sensitivity and accurate response to vibration caused by
real intruders. An advanced algorithm analyzes the information from the sensors by a
dedicated processor and sends an alarm in case of an intrusion. Installing the D-Fender is
very fast and require no previous background. The sensor can be fitted into any existing
perimeter fence.
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Computerized Control Center (CCC)
D-Fence's CCC gatherers, analyzes and reports field data in real-time to all relevant
organization entities. Designed to manage both daily routines and crisis situations, the
system provides decision makers the data they need to make prompt, informed decisions
regarding the situation at hand. In addition, the system conveniently controls the standard
perimeter operation.

D-Fence’s Security & Video Analytics Systems
Video Analytics, also known as smart video surveillance, is the emerging technology where
computer vision is used to filter and manage real time CCTV video for security and intelligent
traffic monitoring.
D-Fence's Video Analytics provides the clarity, immediacy and vision your security personnel
need to focus on making decisions and effectively resolving events instead of simply
monitoring feeds. D-Fence's Video Analytics portfolio are field-proven applications for
intrusion management, crowd management and situation indication— all of which are fully
integrated with all D-Fence products. They ensure that all security processes— from
recording to investigation— are enabled to present alerts, highlight decision data and
facilitate complex surveillance operations.
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